
 

 

 

 

LIGHT & WONDER BUILDS NEW WORLDS OF PLAY  
AT G2E ASIA IN SINGAPORE 

 
Visit stand #A828 to experience latest product and game offerings 

 
Gaming expert Ken Jolly to participate in panel discussion  

on innovation and the future of Asian gaming 
 

LAS VEGAS – MAY 23, 2023 – Light & Wonder, Inc. (NASDAQ: LNW) (“Light & Wonder,” or “L&W”), 
the leading cross-platform global games company, will unveil impressive, new-to-market products for 
the region during Global Gaming Expo (G2E) Asia May 30 – June 1 at Marina Bay Sands, 
Singapore.  
 
“Our Asian customers are excited to energize their casino floors and discover the tremendous value 
created for their players who want more modern, immersive game content with solutions and services 
to enhance the guest experience,” said Simon Johnson, Light & Wonder Senior Vice President and 
Managing Director, International Gaming. “Light & Wonder is taking the lead in performance and ship 
share across key Asian markets, an indicator that our ambition to be number one in the Asian market 
is well on its way to be actualized. To respond to this forward momentum and the demand for next-
generation content, our team of award-winning game designers and studios have created a robust 
pipeline of next-level experiences, content, technology and systems that will reach across multiple 
platforms and markets.” 
 
Light & Wonder is focused on creating the games the world wants to play and the underlying 
technologies to power those games across electronic gaming machines, table games, table utilities, 
and electronic table games (ETG) – all backed by ground-breaking innovations in systems, hardware 
and shufflers. As the global leader in game experiences, attendees will get up close and personal with 
expansive entertainment developed by the Company’s best-in-class Creators. 
 
Upping the Game 
At G2E Asia, Light & Wonder will showcase several game titles that are extensions of some of its most 
popular brand franchises including DRAGON UNLEASHED™, DUŌ FÚ DUŌ CÁI™ GRAND, 
DANCING DRUMS EXPLOSION™, and COIN COMBO™.  
 
One of Light & Wonder’s flagship progressive link series, DRAGON UNLEASHED unveils two titles 

at G2E Asia: RED FLEET™ and TREASURED HAPPINESS™. Taking this series to the next level, 

these games showcase a new Respin and Free Games feature that enhance the potential for large 

wins. Together with the thrilling Dragon Reel feature, enhanced graphics and theatrical game 

presentation, these two games are a must-have for every gaming floor and are now available on the 

KASCADA™ DUAL SCREEN cabinet. 

Light & Wonder will show off its impressive KASCADA DUAL SCREEN cabinet for the first time in 

the market. Complementing the KASCADA Portrait 43” cabinet, this best-in-class hardware is 

highlighted by a signature reflector edge-lighting design that gives it a striking presence on the 

gaming floor. Among the many eye-catching features, the cabinet comes with dual high-resolution 

27” monitors with a floating 27” topper, allowing for dynamic game content. 

http://www.lnw.com/


 

 

With more wealth pots and more features, DUŌ FÚ DUŌ CÁI GRAND is the next-evolution jackpot 

and feature-rich game family to be released by Light & Wonder. INGOTCHA™ and DRAGONS, the 

two launch titles, offer a new spin on the familiar jackpot series with elevated features while maintaining 

player favorites from the original hits such as REEL WAYS™ and the ALL UP™ bet structure. 

INGOTCHA and DRAGONS are also available on the KASCADA DUAL SCREEN as DUŌ FÚ DUŌ 

CÁI GRAND VIP, the standalone progressive version of the original phenomenon. 

Making its way to G2E Asia, COIN COMBO VIP, the standalone progressive version of one of the 

most successful global game brands, launches with the CARNIVAL COW™ and HYPER HORSE™ 

titles. Both include the Coin Combo feature, which awards upgraded features with better prizes and 

improved jackpots. Available on the KASCADA Portrait 43” cabinet, the machines are custom 

designed for the market with operator configurable bet options. 

ETGs and Technology  

The stunningly designed DRAGON TAIL BACCARAT™ joins the QUARTZ™ Standalone’s library 

as part of L&W’s ETG products. Players will love the free games, side bets, and interactive features 

displayed on the touchscreen, while operators will have access to game history, statistics, a 

configurable trend display and timer option, as well as a bet scheduler.  

Light & Wonder also will feature one of its premier ETG experiences, ROULETTEX™. Available on 

the QUARTZ Standalone and Hybrid platform, ROULETTEX offers players a supercharged roulette 

experience that keeps them coming back for more by allowing them to choose their own level of 

volatility and the chance to win up to 500 times the value of their wager on a single number.  

The Company will also showcase 2022 Global Gaming Awards Asia’s “Casino Product of the Year,” 

the MDX™ card shuffler. With its award-winning shuffling technology and the capacity to shuffle up 

to 10 decks of cards at a time, players and operators alike will be able to play more, win more and 

do more.  

Introducing the BLAZING 7s BLACKJACK™ Progressive, this proven successful progressive 

jackpot provides an exciting bet option based on sevens. Players win if at least one of their first two 

cards is a seven and win even more if both of their first two cards are sevens. The payout increases 

again if the dealer’s card is also a seven.  

On the Systems side of the business, the company is excited to debut a comprehensive, custom cross-
platform loyalty program which will complement the current product family and enable a truly 
differentiated solution that easily integrates with existing platforms.   
 
Industry Expert Insights 
Light & Wonder VP and Managing Director, Asia and Executive of the Year nominee Ken Jolly will join 
other top Asian gaming suppliers for an in-person panel on “Innovation and the Future of Gaming.” 
The session is scheduled to take place Wednesday, May 31 at 11:40 a.m. SGT.    
 
For more information about Light & Wonder, visit www.lnw.com.   
 
All ™ notices signify marks registered by Light & Wonder, Inc., or one of its subsidiaries.  
 
© 2023 Light & Wonder, Inc. All rights reserved.  
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About Light & Wonder, Inc. 
Light & Wonder, Inc. is the global leader in cross-platform games and entertainment. Light & Wonder 
brings together approximately 6,000 employees from six continents to connect content between land-
based and digital channels with unmatched technology and distribution. Guided by a culture that 
values daring teamwork and creativity, the Company builds new worlds of play, developing game 
experiences loved by players around the globe. Its OPENGAMING™ platform powers the largest 
digital-gaming network in the industry. The Company is committed to the highest standards of integrity, 
from promoting player responsibility to implementing sustainable practices. To learn more, visit 
lnw.com. 
 
Media Inquiries:  
Media@lnw.com   
  
Forward-Looking Statements  
In this press release, the Company makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S. 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by 
words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current 
expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results, or 
performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as predictions 
of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these statements due 
to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described in our filings with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including the Company’s current reports on 
Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its annual report on Form 10-K that was filed with the 
SEC on March 1, 2023 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements" and "Risk 
Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for the 
Company’s ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, the Company undertakes no 
obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, 
future events or otherwise. 
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